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Synopsis
Two common approaches to tractography seeding are using the whole-brain white matter mask, or the gray and white matter interface. Using a dataset
with two acquisitions per subject and a state of the art processing pipeline, we compared the test-retest reproducibility of the shape and tract pro�les of
major white matter bundles for both seeding strategies. We found that both seeding strategies have regions in the brain where they are more
reproducible. We propose an ensemble method combining both strategies as a possible way to make tractometry from white matter bundles more
robust.

Introduction
Tractography uses di៛�usion MRI to estimate the position, trajectory and structural property of major white matter tracts by tracking the orientation of
the local di៛�usion signal1,2. Tractography algorithms require a seeding mask region from which initial voxels are sampled to generate a streamline.
There are two popular proposed strategies on sampling seed voxels. The �rst strategy is to ramdomly select any voxel from the whole white matter
volume, and repeat this process until a whole-brain tractogram of the desired size is obtained3,4. The second strategy is to select voxels speci�cally
located at the intersection of the gray and white matter, also called gray matter一white matter interface (GMWMI) seeding5,6,7. Figure 1 illustrates the
seeding masks typically used for each strategy. These two fundamentally di៛�erent strategies generate quite distinct candidate tractograms5. In this
study, we evaluate the test-retest reproducibility of these methods at the white matter bundle level in terms of their shape and volume, and tractometry
values. Finally, we propose a method to combine streamlines derived from di៛�erent seeding strategies in order to integrate the advantages of each
strategy8.

Methods

Di៛�usion-weighted MRI images were acquired from �ve healthy male subjects at Stanford University (STN96 dataset8,9,10), aged from 27 to 40 years old.
A dual spin echo di៛�usion-weighted sequence was used with 96 di៛�erent directions at a spatial resolution of 1.5 mm3 isotropic using a b-value of 2000
s/mm2. Ten non-di៛�usion weighted (b = 0) images were acquired at the beginning of each scan, and each subject was scanned twice.
Whole-brain probabilistic tractography was performed using the tckgen command of the MRtrix3 di៛�usion tools11,12. For the scope of this study, default
parameters were kept constant (step size of 0.75 mm, maximum angle of 45° per step, maximum length of 150 mm, etc.). For the gray matter一white
matter interface seeding, the MRtrix3 framework of Anatomically-Constrained Tractography (ACT) was used6. For both seeding strategies, streamlines
were generated until 10 million streamlines obeyed MRtrix’s streamline acceptance criteria. Experiments were conducted for di៛�erent numbers of
streamlines and similar trends were observed, but only results from 10 million streamlines are reported in this abstract.
An ensemble method that combines streamlines from both seeding strategies was also tested. Simply put, half of the streamlines are randomly
sampled from each tractogram, and combined into a resulting ensemble tractogram8. Then, major white matter bundles were extracted from each
tractogram using the White Matter Query Language (WMQL)13. Each bundle was then processed using SCIL’s tractometry pipeline14, similar to
Automated Fiber Quanti�cation (AFQ)15, in order to extract tract pro�les of fractional anisotropy (FA) values along each bundle.
Reproducibility of bundles were evaluated in two ways: �rst, in terms of the overlap of the volume of the bundles. Bundles of same subject acquisitions
were linearly registered to each other, and a Dice coe៝�cient overlap measure was computed16. Then, the reproducibility of the tractometry was
evaluated. A Euclidean distance was computed between same subject FA tract pro�les of each bundle. Both seeding strategies and the ensemble
method were then compared for each bundle and evaluation method.

Results
Figure 2 illustrates the di៛�erences of each strategy in Dice’s coe៝�cient for selected bundles. We observed that WM seeding produces higher
reproducibility in shape and volume as compared with GMWMI seeding strategy. This may be due to the nature of GMWMI seeding: it produces
streamlines that reach the gray matter, which increases the fanning and therefore variability of bundles due to the probabilistic nature of tractography.
Figure 3 illustrates the FA tract pro�le distances of selected bundles for each strategy. We see a trend where GMWMI seeding is more reproducible in
commissural and smaller bundles (e.g. CC, UF). Conversely, WM seeding is more reproducible in bigger, straighter bundles (e.g. CG, CST). Also, we see
that the ensemble method can provide a compromise between the two strategies, and can sometimes even be more reproducible than either of them
(e.g. CST, OR).

Conclusion
We have shown that tractometry can provide a helpful way to validate the reproducibility of tractography results. Both studied seeding strategies seem
to have their own bene�ts and drawbacks. GMWMI seeding produces more fanning bundles and is more reproducible in commissural and smaller
bundles while WM seeding is more reproducible in bigger, straighter bundles. Finally, the proposed ensemble method is a promising way to get a good
compromise between both strategies. As only major WM bundles were studied, we encourage further studies focusing on speci�c bundles to do a
similar analysis in order to choose which seeding strategy to use.
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Figure 1. Seeding masks used for (a) whole-brain white matter seeding and (b) gray matter一white matter interface
seeding strategies. In both cases, initial seeds are chosen randomly inside the given mask.

Figure 2. (a) Overlapped isosurfaces of two arcuate fasciculus (AF) from different acquisitions of the same subject
using the WM seeding strategy. (b) Intrasubject Dice’s coefficient overlap measures of selected WM bundles
averaged across all subjects of the dataset, and computed for both seeding strategies and the ensemble method.
For this measure, bigger values mean a better overlap. The error bars shown illustrate the standard error across
subjects.

Figure 3. Here we show the Euclidean distance between intrasubject bundle tract profiles of FA values. In (a), we
show an example of overlapped FA tract profiles of the corpus callosum (CC5) from one of our subjects extracted
from WM seeded tractograms. In (b), intrasubject FA tract profile Euclidean distance of selected WM bundles
averaged across all subjects of the dataset computed for both seeding strategies and the ensemble method are
shown. For this measure, lower values mean a better reproducibility. The error bars shown illustrate the standard
error across subjects.

